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school tends to get C's in certain colleges, /J\v in others, and
A's in still others.
A    M A T U R 1<:    I' K K S <) N A L 1 T V
Maturity in personality development may he described in
terms of integrativc behavior. Anderson :l7 defined into-
grative behavior as "a phenomenon of growth in which the
individual responds to differences in other persons. In
integrativc behavior a person yields to another, he finds a
common purpose among differences and expends energy with
another, i.e., he achieves a change in structure or function,
in goals and purposes as a result of encountering persons
different from himself. Integrative behavior is spontaneous,
dynamic, flexible, changing; in theory it is growth at the
optimum."
The mature personality may also be described as one that
is organized in relation to some plan for life as a whole.
An important unifying factor is a goal. Absence of goals
means reduction of potential energy and the consequent
incapacity for action. Ideally, organization of life around
some central goal begins in early childhood and develops
through learning to meet life's problems. Such organisation
requires a clear idea of what the individual wants to do and
to become. It supplies a basts on which specific acts are
judged and specific choices made. It directs habit formation.
An adolescent's idea of what he can become grows most
naturally out of a situation in which he discovers that he can
do something worthwhile. This self-discovery through ac-
complishment is far more effective than hours of talking
about aims and purposes. The importance of setting (he
stage for an individual's self-discovery of his potentialities
cannot be overemphasized.
Development of a Unified PersonalUy^-riw integrated
personality is built in life situations that evoke wholehearted
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